
Lighting Evolution for Modular Ceilings

MEZZO
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Adaptive Innovation Transformational Flexibility

Optic Solutions Variety of Colors
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Mezzo provides transformative flexibility, adjusting to the room's ambiance and the
current ceiling structure. Our expertise enables modern and cost-effective lighting
solutions, eliminating the necessity to alter the modular ceiling.

Mezzo: Flexibility Without Borders

Various Ceiling Types
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For seamless integration of Mezzo into your existing or designed ceiling,
achieving a flush alignment without protrusions, a custom inquiry for precise
measurements is essential. 
Our flexible solutions, cater to any integration challenge, revitalizing your space
with innovative lighting solutions.

CUSTOMIZED DIMENSIONS*



Mezzo's Adaptive Construction
Our innovative manufacturing flexibility allows us to craft a luminaire precisely
tailored to your requirements. The mounting for your customized luminaire is
meticulously designed based on your specifications and ceiling structure.

The mounting for your customized luminaire is meticulously designed with a
specialized fixation part for seamless integration along the L side.

The mounting for your customized luminaire is meticulously designed with a
specialized fixation part for seamless integration along the A side.

CUSTOMIZED DIMENSIONS *

Sample

Sample
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Name

MEZZO For modular ceilings

Luminaire power

20~74W

Luminous flux of the luminaire

2050 ~ 8600 lm

Beam angle

68°

Luminous efficiency of the luminaire

89 ~ 131 lm/W

Housing: steel plate, powder-coated 

Power supply: electronic,  complete with luminaire

Type of control : ON/OFF, Casambi, DALI

Color temperature: 3000 K, 4000 K, 2700-6500 K

MEZZO FOR MODULAR CEILINGS Standard solution

Optics

DarkLight White

DarkLight Black

Micro Prism = Micro-p

Raster = Louvre

Satin = PLX black/white 

1195x295mm 595x595mm
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RAL



MEZZO FOR MODULAR CEILINGS

Optics

DarkLight White

DarkLight Black

Micro Prism = Micro-p

Raster = Louvre

Satin = PLX black/white 

Sample of Customized Solutions

1400 x 220 mm 731 x 748mm
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Mezzo: Light of Modern Style

Mezzo revolutionizes interior design, seamlessly blending with modern
aesthetics through intelligent adjustments in size and color.

Its optical solutions ensure the highest quality of light, aligning with
ecological production principles.

Mezzo's overall appearance is a perfect fusion of design, adaptability,
and ecology, delivering a distinctive lighting experience.
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Mezzo showcases a range of optical solutions, producing precise lighting
effects tailored to individual needs.

Mezzo: High Quality Light 

Raster = Louvre

Satin = PLX black/ white 

DarkLight White

Micro Prism = Micro-p

DarkLight Black
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Control options available  : ON/OFF, Casambi, DALI
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Mezzo provides a spectrum of color choices, ranging from standard to
trendy custom options.

Mezzo: Color Inspirations

main color individual color creative color

RAL9005.03

.07

black

.02

.01

.91

.05

RAL7016
anthracite

RAL9006
gray

RAL9016
white

RAL9003
matt white

RAL9010
warm white

.94

.06

.98

.96

.97

.95

.00

red copper
.88

.89

.99

.92

.90

metallic gold 
matt

desert storm

roman gold

crown gold

chrom

transparent 
alu

terra glow

olive whisper

capri blue

sandstone
glow

ashen cream
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Available in RAL colors upon request.
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Mezzo: Color Inspirations



We manufacture all our products at our state-of-the-art facility in Poland, employing
cutting-edge technologies. Each stage, including turning, milling, laser engraving, as
well as final powder coating and finishing, is handled by us, ensuring meticulous
quality control.

Mezzo: Production 
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Advanced solutions in sustainable lighting: shaping a brighter future. 
Our product innovations aim to deliver optimal lighting solutions for various
applications, with a strong focus on achieving the highest energy efficiency and
durability.

Spectra's commitment to achieving carbon neutrality,
with a focus on sustainability.

Uniting for a brighter tomorrow: In 2021, we embraced the principles of the
UN Global Compact, influencing our connections, community impact, supply
chain, and future resource strategy. Together, we are shaping a more
sustainable and responsible future.
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Flexibility Without Borders
MEZZO

www.spectra-lighting.pl

https://www.instagram.com/spectralighting/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/spectra-lighting
https://www.youtube.com/@spectra-lighting_solutions
https://www.facebook.com/spectraoswietlenie
https://pl.pinterest.com/Spectra_lighting/

